Gentrification and Displacement
An agenda for addressing
gentrification and preventing
displacement
Developed by
The Gentrification Learning Community

Our Goals

Our Approach

Our primary goal in addressing
gentrification is to prevent
displacement of low- and moderateincome people from neighborhoods
experiencing gentrification and
development pressure due to rising
housing costs in Greater Boston.
Our additional shared goals include:
 Preserving the cultural and
historic character of
neighborhoods of color
 Maintaining or increasing the
racial and economic diversity of
neighborhoods
We are also committed to improving
the quality of life in low- and
moderate-income communities,
regardless of the presence or
absence of upper or middle-income
families, and regardless of whether
gentrification and displacement are
involved.

We have prioritized strategies that are actionable,
impactful, and rooted in our goals.
We recognize the local and national history that has
created a widespread need for greater community
control.
We will address systemic power imbalances.
We will fight for the right of existing residents to
remain in their housing, participate in local
governance, and control land.
We will center our work on the needs and leadership
of people and communities of color.
We will work to mitigate gentrification and
displacement by building bridges among long-time
and newer residents in gentrifying communities and
reducing cultural dislocation for people who are
displaced.
We will hold one another accountable in our work
addressing racial equity and structural racism.
We will advocate for the causes of others that align
with our goals, building relationships and allies for a
shared cause.

Gentrification Learning Community
The Gentrification Learning Community was co-hosted by LISC Boston and the Massachusetts Association of
Community Development Corporations, and was facilitated by the Interaction Institute for Social Change. This
group included housing and housing finance professionals, organizers, researchers, public officials, and more. This
agenda reflects a broad consensus developed over the group’s 15-month learning journey to explore the drivers
and impacts of gentrification on communities in Greater Boston, as well as strategies and solutions.

Strategies and Solutions
We are prioritizing strategies for preventing and mitigating displacement
that are actionable, impactful, and rooted in our goals.
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Protect
Residents and
Prevent
Displacement



Support Just Cause Eviction
Ordinance



Advocate for and support
increased government
resources for tenant
organizing and housingrelated legala services





Promote Community
Benefits Agreements (CBAs)
that include antidisplacement provisions,
prioritize minority- and
women-owned businesses,
and include local monitoring
Support tenant organizing
that is focused on specific
campaigns or institutions,
with the goal increasing
community control
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Intervene on
Speculators

Support adoption of an
anti-speculation, antiflipping tax
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Reduce Racial
and other
Disparities in
Income and
Wealth



Support enforcement of
local hiring ordinances



Strengthen laws regulating
condominium conversion

Support enforcement of
Fair Housing laws



Expand and improve
inclusionary development
policy

Advocate for good jobs
standards, including living
wages and benefits



Support the “Fair Share”
tax referendum



Support tax abatement for
low income homeowners



Urge municipalities to
apply a racial equity lens to
their policies and
programs, with clear
responsibility for
implementation and
monitoring

Support programs to
acquire and convert housing to permanent
affordability



Support research to ensure
compliance with existing
laws and regulations



Explore viability of “Right
to Purchase” ordinance to
enable multifamily building
residents to purchase their
buildings

Strategies and Solutions
We are prioritizing strategies for preventing and mitigating displacement
that are actionable, impactful, and rooted in our goals.
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Preserve and Produce
Affordable Housing to Increase
the Amount of Socially
Controlled Housing



Advocate for enactment of Community
Preservation Act (CPA) in communities
where it doesn’t exist to provide more
funding for housing



Support appropriate increases in linkage
formulas to increase resources for
affordable housing



Advocate for inclusionary zoning as a law
where it only exists as a policy



Advocate for policies that support
Equitable Transit Oriented Development



Maximize efforts to preserve all existing
subsidized housing, particularly in
gentrifying neighborhoods



Support the increased role of
neighborhoods in determining the use of
impact fees to support affordable housing
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Preserve and Prevent
Displacement of Cultural
Institutions and Small
Businesses



Support local businesses, including
minority-owned business enterprises
(MBE) and immigrant-owned businesses,
to stay in place by stabilizing commercial
rents and providing access to SBA loans
that enable businesses to acquire their
buildings



Help local businesses, including MBE and
immigrant-owned businesses, to stay in
place by providing technical assistance
related to serving a changing market



Support emerging indigenous businesses
to start, grow, and stabilize



Create easier access for Gateway Cities
with high immigrant populations to apply
as cultural districts



Build broad coalitions between housing,
community, and small business groups



Support the preservation and creation of
cultural institutions, public art, and
cultural markers

Why form the GLC?
Many community development
leaders in Boston were
responding to the housing crisis
and increasing housing market
pressures in a variety of ways.
We wanted to come together to
share ideas and learn other
approaches to achieving
equitable outcomes for
communities.
When and how did the GLC
work?
Between July 2014 and
November 2015, the GLC meet
for five learning sessions and
two strategy development
sessions. Pairs of learning
buddies met between sessions.
We also observed and discussed
many “real time” learning
opportunities, including public
processes in different
neighborhoods and cities hosted
by our organizations and others.
How were the recommendations
developed?
The recommendations reflect a
broad consensus of the group,
though not unanimous
agreement on every item.
Further, members participated as
individuals, not representatives
of their organizations or
networks. Their organizations
have not endorsed these
recommendations.

The GLC was made possible
through generous support from
the Barr Foundation with
additional support from
NeighborWorks America.

GLC Participants*
Janine Anzalota, Office of Fair Housing
and Equity, City of Boston
Kalila Barnett, Action for Community &
Environment (ACE)
Leslie Reid Bos, Jamaica Plain NDC
Kathy Brown, Boston Tenant Coalition
Michael Jacoby Brown, Fairmont/Indigo
Corridor Collaborative

David Luberoff, Boston Area Research
Initiative, Radcliffe Institute for Advanced
Study, Harvard University
Rene Mardones, Somerville Community
Corporation (SCC)
Marvin Martin, Greater Four Corners
Action Coalition (ACTION! For Regional
Equity)
Allentza Michel, URBAN Boston

Tim Davis, UMass Boston Center for
Social Policy (Independent Consultant)

Nilaya Montalvo, Homes For Families

Andres Del Castillo, City Life/Vida Urbana

France Neff, Family Service of Greater
Boston

Kelly Donato, Somerville Director of
Special Projects
Jen Douglas, University of Massachusetts
Jeanne DuBois, Dorchester Bay EDC
Tameka Favors, CEDAC
Erin Graves, Boston Federal Reserve Bank
Roger Herzog, CEDAC
Curdina Hill, Former City Life/Vida Urbana
Lor Holmes, CERO Cooperative

Eliza Parad, Dudley Street Neighborhood
Initiative (DSNI)
Lynn Peterson, NeighborWorks America
Lisa Owens Pinto, City Life/Vida Urbana
Karleen Porcena, Mattapan United, ABCD
David Price, Nuestra Comunidad
Jennifer Raitt, Metropolitan Area Planning
Council (MAPC)

Melissa Jones, LISC Boston

Ashley-Rose Saloman, The Participatory
Budgeting Project

Rebecca Koepnick, The Boston Foundation

Aaron Tanaka, Boston Impact Initiative

Joe Kriesberg, Massachusetts Association
of CDCs (MACDC)

Bob Terrell, Fair Housing Center of
Greater Boston

Lincoln Larmond, Mattapan United

Bob Van Meter, LISC Boston

Gail Latimore, Codman Square NDC

Weezy Waldstein, ACTION! For Regional
Equity

Meridith Levy, Somerville Community
Corporation (SCC)
Lydia Lowe, Chinese Progressive
Association

*Affiliations for identification purposes
only. Several affiliations changed during
the process.

